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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0509/2010 by Jan Wilinski (Polish), on the dual taxation of an 
inheritance 

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner points out that Polish citizens who inherit assets in Germany have to pay 
inheritance tax on these assets in both Germany and Poland, and questions whether this is in 
accordance with the principle of banning dual taxation.  The petitioner, who has already 
contacted the Polish Finance Minister and the former Commissioner responsible for Taxation 
and Customs Union, László Kovács – without however having received an adequate response 
– therefore calls on the European Parliament to take up the matter.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 13 September 2010. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 13 January 2011.

The petitioner considers the issue of double inheritance taxation to be a very urgent problem 
that should be solved at EU level.

The Commission wishes to draw the Petitions Committee's attention to the fact that the Court 
of Justice dealt with the issue of double inheritance taxation in the case of Mrs. M. Block (C-
67/08). Mrs. Block, who was resident in Germany, was a sole heir of a person who died in 
Germany, where the deceased was last resident. The inheritance consisted of, inter alia, 
capital assets with a financial institution in Spain. These assets were taxed in both Germany 
and Spain. The case was referred to the Court of Justice which decided that:
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"30      Community law, in the current stage of its development and in a situation such as that 
in the main proceedings, does not lay down any general criteria for the attribution of 
areas of competence between the Member States in relation to the elimination of double 
taxation within the European Community (…).

31      It follows from this that, in the current stage of the development of Community law, the 
Member States enjoy a certain autonomy in this area provided they comply with 
Community law, and are not obliged therefore to adapt their own tax systems to the 
different systems of tax of the other Member States in order, inter alia, to eliminate the 
double taxation arising from the exercise in parallel by those Member States of their 
fiscal sovereignty and, in consequence thereof, to allow the inheritance tax paid in a 
Member State other than that in which the heir is resident to be deducted in a case such 
as that of the main proceedings (…)."

It has to be concluded, therefore, that double inheritance taxation is not legally forbidden 
under EU law. Nevertheless, the Commission takes the view that international double taxation 
is, politically, a major obstacle to cross-border activity and investment within the EU. 

It should be noted that in 2010 the Commission launched a public consultation on “Double 
Taxation Conventions and the Internal Market” in order to obtain from the members of the 
public factual examples of cases of unrelieved double taxation and their financial impact. The 
results will be available shortly on the website of DG Taxation and Customs Union. The 
Commission is currently analysing the contributions received and will come forward in 2011 
with proposals how to address unrelieved double taxation in the EU. Double taxation on 
inheritances was part of the public consultation. 

In addition, the Commission launched a public consultation between June and October 2010 
specifically on inheritance tax. Its objective was to obtain the views of all stakeholders on 
possible solutions to cross-border inheritance tax problems such as double taxation. 

On the basis of the results of these public consultations and of further research and contacts 
with stakeholders, the Commission will endeavour to arrive at a comprehensive understanding 
of cross-border inheritance tax problems and possible solutions. If appropriate, it will launch 
an initiative in the second quarter of 2011 to address the problems identified by improving 
coordination of Member States' inheritance tax rules.


